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When cobalt is evaporated under ultra high vacuum conditions onto a heated silicon substrate, 
the reaction between the cobalt and the silicon starts immediately and cobalt silicides are formed 
directly - a technique referred to as reactive deposition. This procedure was used to grow sili-
cide films over a variety of temperatures ranging between 375 - 550 ce. It was found that a 
disilicide film is formed directly for substrate temperature maintained at T ~ 550°C, while at 
T ~ 475°C the film is in the form of mono silicide. A mixed monoid i-silicide film is produced 
when the substrate temperatures are T = 500 DC and 525 DC. Real-time Rutherford Backscat-
tering Spectrometry, in combination with real-time X-Ray Diffraction, was used to investigate 
how the formation temperature of CoSi2 was effected by the temperature at which the CoSi 
film was produced by reactive deposition. For the real-time analysis the samples were contin-
uously analysed by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry or X-Ray Diffraction while being 
subjected to a ramped thermal anneal. Real-time X-Ray Diffraction proved to be a very useful 
method for determining the temperature of onset of the cobalt-silicide phase formation, while._ 
real-time Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry was best able to provide detailed information 
about the rate of cobalt disilicide formation. It was found that the temperature used to produce 
CoSi by reactive deposition had a significant effect on the subsequent formation temperature of 
CoSb. Analysis of the data shows that the lower the reactive deposition temperature used to 
form the CoSi film, the higher the subsequent formation temperature of CoSh. For comparison 
the rate of formation of cobalt silicides grown from cobalt deposited on silicon substrates at 
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A silicide is a compound of silicon and another metal from the periodic table. Over the past few 
decades, a wide range of transition metals such as Ti, Ni, Pd, Pt, Fe, Cr, Co and suchlike have 
been extensively investigated (Comrie & Egan 1988, Comrie et al. 1988, Falepin et al. 2001, 
Jeon et at 2002, Theron 1994, Wandt et al. 1990, Zingu et al. 1983) due to their potential use 
in microelectronic devices. They have been used as ohmic contacts, Schottky barrier contacts, 
gate electrodes, local interconnects and diffusion barriers (Chen 2005). 
Metal silicide thin films are formed by a reaction between a silicon substrate and a deposited , 
metal layer, usually as a result of thermal treatment. However, alternative methods such as 
sputtering (Chamirian et al. 2002, Naidoo et al. 1993) or co-evaporation (d'Heurle et al. 1985) 
are also employed to form these compounds. Reaction between the metal and the silicon sub-
strate can also be achieved by depositing the metal onto a heated substrate in reactive deposition 
(Comrie et al. 2007, Reader et al. 1993, Vantomme et al. 1996), or reactive deposition epitaxy 
(Lim et al. 2006). Moreover, silicides may also be produced by ion beam mixing (Mogul et al. 
1993) or by laser irradiation (Comrie et al. 2004, Falepin et al. 2003). 
Amongst the metal silicides, epitaxial silicides have received considerable attention due to their 
thermal stability, lower electrical resistivity, and more importantly the potential to epitaxially 











tentially open the way to the creation of new classes of devices based on semiconductor-metal-
semiconductor multilayer structures. One ofthe most studied ofthe epitaxial silicides is CoSi2, 
which has replaced titanium in silicon technology to form highly conductive narrow lines on 
the gate stack of modem metal-oxide-semiconductor devices (Alberti et al. 2003, Lauwers et al. 
2002). 
CoSi2 has a cubic fluorite lattice structure and a mismatch on silicon of 1.2%. It also has one 
of the lowest electrical resistivities (~ 14 J-lOcm) at room temperature among all metal silicides 
(Tung 1992). Most of the epitaxial work (Bulle-Lieuwma 1993, Comrie & Hoffman 1993, Tung 
1992) undertaken thus far has focused on CoSi2/Si<1l1>, as easier to grow CoSh films with 
a high epitaxial quality on Si<lll> substrates compared to Si<lOO>, which has been found to 
be difficult (Yalisove et at 1989). However, it has become clear that the growth of epitaxial 
CoSi2 on Si<lOO> substrates could have a greater technological impact than on Si<I11>. As 
such, a great deal of efort has been devoted to growing high-quality films on Si< 1 00> substrates 
(Jimenez et al. 1990, Kluth et al. 2000, Reader et al. 1993, Vantomme et al. 1996,1995, 1994). 
In recent years the microelectronic industry has focussed on CoNi-sUicides in the belief that 
these can replace CoSi2 as a contact material for source/drain areas in complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technologies (Alberti et al. 2003, Lauwers et al. 2002). However, 
the use of CoNi-silicides is becoming troublesome, as they exhibit an increase in resistance as 
the gate length decreases below 40 nm (Kittl et al. 2003). At present, NiSi seems to be the most 
promising candidate to replace CoSi2 within the microelectronic industry (Lavoie et al. 2003). , 
1.2 Growth Kinetics 
There are generally two main types of growth, that lead to silicide formation. The first type re-
sults in the formation oflaterally uniform silicide layers with well defined kinetics and tempera-
ture dependence, while the second type produces non-uniform growth with critical temperature 
dependence (d'Hemle & Gas 1986, Nicolet & Lau 1993). 
In the first type, the reaction takes place over a relatively wide temperature ranges and growth 











rate may follow a (Vi) time dependence indicating a diffusion controlled reaction, or it may 
be linear with time, which is indicates that is reaction controlled, if the rate limited by the 
interfacial reaction. NiSi, Ni2Si, PtSi and Pt2Si are examples that follow a diffusion controlled 
reaction (Nicolet & Lau 1993), while MoSb, VSi2, CrSb and TiSh are reported to be reaction 
controlled (d'Heurle & Gas 1986). 
In the second type of growth (referred to as nucleation controlled), growth only takes place after 
a critical temperature has been reached. This critical temperature is generally well defined, and 
is typically within a range of 10 to 30°C (Nicolet & Lau 1993). Often the critical temperature 
is high, and once nucleation occurs the growth rate is extremely rapid, making it difficult to 
analyse. This kind of reaction leads to columnar growth which results in laterally nonuniform 
features (Nicolet & Lau 1993). Examples of silicide with nucleation controlled kinetics are: 
Rh4Si5, NiSi2 and IrSia (see d'Heurle & Gas 1986, for the details). CoSi2 has also been reported 
by Appelbaum, Knoell & Muraka (1985) to follow nucleation controlled kinetics where the 
reaction occurs in four stages: (a) nucleation of the CoSh phase at the grain boundary triple 
points, (b) lateral growth from the nucleation sites to form a continuous layer on the silicon 
substrate, (c) growth in thickness by diffusion through the CoSh layer, and finally (d) a lateral 
epitaxial growth by elimination of the grain b undaries. 
1.3 Diffusion 
To form a compound at the interface between two adjoining elemental solids, there must be rel-
ative motion of atoms past each other. The mechanism of movement is referred to as diffusion. 
An understanding of diffusion mechanisms is important in order to comprehend changes that 
occur in solid during the annealing process. During silicides growth atoms may diffuse from 
the silicon substrate or from the metal as indicated by arrows in Figure 1.1. 
Metal silicides are formed at the interface in both cases. However, it is difficult to tell the 
direction in which atoms diffuse during solid state reaction unless a marker technique (Comrie 
1996, Mcleod et aI. 1992) is employed. 
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For a critical radius r*, the change in free energy has a maximum value !::J.G* as seen in Figure 
1.3{b). Nuclei with a radius smaller than r* exists in some equilibrium concentration but are not 
able to grow. In contrast, nuclei with a radius bigger that r* are able to grow. The free energy 
of a nucleus with radius r*, !::J.G* can therefore be calculated as follows: 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
!::J.G* can be regarded as the activation energy for the nucleation of the new phase. The rate of 
nucleation p* will be proportional to the concentration of critical nuclei and the rate at which 
such nuclei grow. The rate of nucleation p* is given by the product of the concentration of nuclei 
of critical size p* and some diffusion terms Q, considering the local atomic rearrangement needs 
to form the nucleus: 
p* ~ exp( -!::J.G* / KT)exp( -Q/ KT). (1.4) 
It is clear from (1.3) that the nucleation will only be rate limiting if !::J.H is small. Typically, this 
is not the case for the first phase that forms between a metal and Si. The nucleation effects are 
therefore only required for the formation of the second or third phases. 
It has been reported (Appelbaum et al. 1985) that the formation of CoSi2 is also nucleation COB-
trolled. Because of the small difference in formation enthalpy between CoSi and CoSi2, it may 
be expected that nucleation is a rate controlling process. However, the nucleation temperature 
of CoSi2 is low (around 550 °C), and once a stable nucleus is formed slow diffusional kinetics 
are still observed. If the formation of CoSi2 can be achieved in direct reaction between Co 
and Si, a very low activation energy for nucleation will result, as !::J.H for this reaction is much 
larger (Detavernier et al. 2000). More information about nucleation can be found in Laurila & 











1.5 Cobalt Silicide System 
In the cobalt silicide system in which thin layers of cobalt are deposited onto a silicon substrate, 
Si is observed (at a temperature of 300 0 C) to diffuse through the Co layer via the grain boundary 
ofthe Co layer, and accumulated at the sample surface (Lau et al. 1978). The metal rich silicide, 
C02Si, is reported (Cahoon et al. 1984, Colgan et al. 1995, Gurp & Langereis 1975, Theron 
1997) as the first phase to grow. However, Lau, Mayer & Tu (1978) have reported that C02Si 
and CoSi initially grow side-by-side, and that C02Si transforms to CoSi once aU the Co is 
consumed. Based on thermodynamic grounds, the CoSi phase should be the first to form as it 
constitutes the silicides with the most negative Gibbs energy of formation in the cobalt silicide 
system. On the other hand it is found that the activation energy of growth for the CoSi phase (1.9 
eV) is considerably higher than that of the C02Si phase (1.5 eV) (Lau et al. 1978). It is therefore 
possible, for kinetic reasons, that C02Si grows first and is followed by a simultaneous growth 
ofC02Si and CoSio The last phase in the cobalt silicides system CoSi2 , does not grow until the 
temperature rises to 550°C (Ottaviani et al. 1987). The phase formation can be summarised as 
follows: 
Co CoSi CoSh 
Similar to other metal silicides, these cobalt silicides have unique crystal structures. Table 1.1 
summarises the phase sequences, crystal structures and temperatures at which these silicide 
phases begin to form, as reported in the literature reviewed. Figure 1.4 presents the crystal 
structure of the cobalt silicides. 
Phase sequence Silicide Crystal structure formation temperature 
First phase C02Si Orthorhombic, PbC12 ~ 350°C 
Second phase CoSi Cubic, E - FeSi ~ 375°C 
Final phase CoSi2 Cubic, CaF2 ~ 550°C 
Table 1.1: Table showing formation sequence, crystal structure and formation temperature of cobalt 
silicides. Data taken from Lau et al. (1978) and Ottaviani et at (1987). 
It has been reported (Comrie & Mcleod 1992, Smeets 2007, Van et al. 1978) that cobalt is the 













figure 1.4: The (c)"lal q,UClurt Ii" Ihe di fferenl Co ,Hicidcs (SmcCl' 2007). 
phase (Comrie & Mcleod 1992. Prclori", et al. 1989, Sn~d' 2007, Van c( a1. 1971(). The 
tlucknesscs in both Co,Si and CoSi m'(' touod 10 be proportion,)1 In the square root time. "hi~h 
suggests thot thc growth process is dltt\JSlOll COll1rolled (L~ll ct al. 1978), The glOwth of COzSi 
wos proposed 10 bc via 0 !'Jo in bound"!y di f'fuSiOll mcch~nism (Srnccts 20(7). and the sarnc has 
been found ti)r CoSi (Prdoriu, ~l aL 19~9. Smeet, 2(07). 
For the CoSiz phase, Co has been reported (d'Hellrle & Pclersson 1985, Lien. Artur & Ni~olel 
1984) 10 be the sole moving 'pe~ie, ba,~d on a Xe IlLlIkcr. Comrie (1996) ,ho,,"ed that lfk, 
Xe marker IS mOSI lik.cly to be in error and while his resulls indicate that both specles difTer 
during growth, he reported that Si is the domi nanl mming species dlLring disilicide timnation. 
However. van Dal ct ai, (2001), reported tliat Co and Si have comparable dithlSivilies in the 
formation of the CoSi2 phase ill a tcmpcr"rure range of 104::\ - 1217"C. 
Like it, diffll,ion moving 'pecies, the kinetics gro\\1h ofCoSi, is also complicated due to a 
combination of nude at ion and difTu,ion ~fT~CK For anncaling tcmperatures higher than nu-
clealion lemperature, tre thi~kness of lbe layer i, !;)Wld 10 be proponional to Ihe 'quare mot 
of time. jl1<li~ating thatlhe growlh ofCoSiz is ditfusion conlroll~d (Prelorius el a1. 1985). II 
"'<I, tound (Lien, Nicolet & Lau 1984) thaI the nucleation tempcratlore is lowered when CoSiz 










(1985) concluded that the reaction CoSi + Si =} CoSi2 is nucleation controlled, occurring in 
four stages as discussed earlier (page 3). 
As mentioned in section 1.1, there are many techniques used to form silicides. Only two of these 
were however used to grow cobalt silicides in this investigation. The first technique, solid phase 
reaction, entails the deposition of a cobalt layer on a Si<100> substrate at room temperature. 
The reaction of the cobalt with the silicon substrate during the subsequent annealling results 
in growth of various cobalt silicide phases. Thermodynamics and kinetics play an important 
role during the growth. As such, silicide reaction sequences have been discussed thoroughly in 
terms of simple thermodynamic rules (Molinder 1956). 
The second technique used to grow cobalt silicides in this investigation is referred to as reactive 
deposition. In terms of this technique, silicide formation is achieved by depositing of cobalt 
onto a heated silicon substrate which causes immediate reaction. The silicide phase formed in 
this way can be controlled by the deposition rate of the cobalt atoms and/or the temperature 
at which the substrate is held. The cobalt supply to growth interface can be controlled by its 
individual deposition rate, while the supply of silicon to the reaction interface can be controlled 
by the temperature of the substrate. Being able to control each rate independently of the other 
makes it much easier to unravel the processes involved in binary silicide formation. 
There has been some research into epitaxial CoSh, formed by this technique (i.e. reactive de-
position). Vantomme et al. (1996) used a cobalt deposition rate of 0.07 to 0.28 Als and kept 
the substrates at a temperature ranging from 500 - 650°C, at which the cobalt deposition was 
" 
performed. The results of their experiments showed how growth parameters such as the depo-
sition rate and substrate temperature are crucial in determining the epitaxial nature of silicides. 
According to Vantomme et al. (1996), a good CoSi2/Si alignment is only achieved when a low 
deposition rate (0.1 Als or less) is used combined with a relatively high substrate temperature 
(I"V 600°C or higher) during the deposition. In essence their model can be summarised by 
the requirement to limit the Co flux to a low enough value in order to prevent Co-rich silicide 
formation. 
Reader et al. (1993) also found that the rate of metal supply to a hot Si substrate determines 
whether epitaxial or polycrystalline CoSi2 is produced during the reaction. In their experiments, 











results showed that the deposition of Co onto a Si substrate at 500°C leads to the formation of 
polycrystalline CoSh, while deposition at the same rate onto a substrate at 600 DC leads to the 
formation of epitaxial disilicide. 
Since reactive deposition can produce CoSh films of superior epitaxy quality it raises the ques-
tion of whether it possible to grow CoSi films by reactive deposition, and if so, how these 
compare to those grown by solid phase reaction. To the best of our knowledge, there has not 
been any detailed investigation undertaken into mono-silicide formation by reactive deposition. 
As one of the most distinctive features of the Co/Si system is the nucleation controlled forma-
tion of the CoSh phase, one method of checking for differences in the CoSi films grown by 
the two techniques is to investigate whether reactive deposition has any effect on the nucleation 
temperature of the CoSi2 phase. Since such an investigation is best carried out in situ during 
a thermal anneal it was decided to use a combination of real-time Rutherford Backscattering 
Spectrometry and real-time X-Ray Diffraction, as this would also allow for a comparison to be 
made between the two techniques. Hopefully our results address the questions posed above. 
This work is divided into five chapters. The next chapter provides details of the sample prepa-
ration and describes the analytical techniques used in this study. In particular, the principle of 
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry, X-Ray Diffraction and Atomic Force Microscopy are 
discussed. The experimental results obtained in the investigation are reported in chapter three. 













In this investigation three analytical tools, namely the Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 
(RBS), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) were used. The main 
experimental technique used was RBS, while XRD and AFM were less extensively utilised. 
In this second chapter, a detailed description of sample preparation will be presented and the 
theoretical basis for the aforementioned experimental techniques will be discussed. 
2.1 Procedure 
As mentioned in chapter one, only two methods were used to prepare cobalt silicides: solid 
" 
phase reaction and reactive deposition. Figure 2.1 illustrates these two techniques. 
In solid phase reaction, Figure 2.1(a), a cobalt film is deposited bye-beam evaporation onto 
a Si substrate maintained at room temperature. The cobalt film is then heated to supply the 
necessary energy for the formation of the silicide. 
In reactive deposition, Figure 2.1(b), the immediate reaction between the cobalt and the silicon 
during deposition of the film is achieved by depositing cobalt onto a heated silicon substrate. 
The silicide phase formation is controlled by the deposition rate of the cobalt atoms together 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic digram showing the two methods used in the preparation of cobalt silicide film. 
(a) Solid phase reaction. (b) Reactive deposition. 
2.1.1 Sample preparation 
The samples used in this investigation were prepared by C.M. Comrie at the KU Leuven facilitY 
in Belgium. As native silicon-oxide film and other contaminants are almost always present at 
the surface of a Si substrate, these need to be removed before the deposition of the metal film. 
In this study two inch silicon wafers were therefore cleaned by an RCA to remove any organic 
residues from the sample surface. The wafers were then dipped in a diluted 2% hydrofloride 
acid solution (HF) for two minutes to remove any oxide film and to terminate the dangling Si 
bonds with hydrogen. After cleaning the silicon wafer was mounted on a solid molybdenum 
block, introduced into a load-lock and then transferred into a UHV molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE) chamber. 











0.125 Als on silicon substrates held at room temperature. The pressure during deposition was 
kept below 1 x 10-10 torr. 
The same cleaning procedure, vacuum condition and deposition rate were used for samples 
prepared by reactive deposition. However, during the reactive depositions the substrates were 
kept fixed at a temperature high enough to induce silicides phase formation. The temperature 
used in the investigation ranged between 375 - 550°C. The samples were then allowed to cool 
to < 80°C before removing them from the MBE chamber. 
All the samples were analysed using RBS as well as by XRD. Atomic force microscopy analysis 
was also carned out on selected samples. 
2.2 Rutherford Backscattering Technique 
The first examples of backscattering was by Geiger and Marsden in 1909 (Geiger & Marsden 
1909), whose effects were later explained by the Rutherford atomic model in 1911 (Ruther-
ford 1911). Since then RBS has becomes an important and commonly applied technique for 
the study of thin films. The technique has the advantage of allowing analysis to be made non-
destructively and reliably (Ziegler 1975). RBS is a fast and direct method for obtaining element 
depth profiles in solids (Chu et al. 1973, Ziegler 1975). The RBS technique is simple in nature. 
The schematic layout of an RBS experiment is illustrated in Figure 2.2. A beam of monoen-
ergetic (in the MeV range) collimated alpha particles impinge on a target and a fraction of the 
backscattered the particles is analysed with a silicon barrier detector placed at a fixed scattering 
angle. The scattered particles which strike the detector generate an electrical signal which is 
amplified and processed with rapid analog and digital electronics. The data collected in the 
final stage has the form of a digitised spectrum (Chu et al. 1978). RBS basically relies on the 
following three physical concepts: 
1. the kinematic factor K; 
2. the energy loss ofa particle (~!); 





























Scattering chamber Beam generation 
Figure 2.2: Schematic layout of a typical backscattering spectrometry system. 
2.2.1 Kinematic factor (K) 
When a beam of alpha particles collides with a stationary target atom the incident particles may 
be scattered by the target atoms. Providing the energy of the incident particles is very much 
larger than the binding energy of atoms in the target, but below the energy at which nuclear 
reactions will occur, the interaction can be treated as a simple elastic collision which obey the 
laws of conservation of energy and momentum. Figure 2.3 illustrates a collision between an 
incident energetic particle with mass M I , velocity vo, and energy Eo and a target atom with 
mass M 2 • During the collision, there will be a transfer of energy from the moving particle to the 
stationary target atom, leading to final velocities and energies VI, El and V2, E2 respectively. 
The reduction energy of the scattered incident particles depends on the masses of incident and 
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Figure 2.3. S"hc1llotic ropre,ematlOn of on ~l";;t;c colii;;;on ~lwtt"" proj,clilc orma" !.II .lld t.rg~t 
atoms ofmo" ,\[2, 
Considering the collision to Ix da,lic. energy and mOmentum me con'erved. from this. the 
ratio of the projectile energies can be ealc\llat~d lor JI, < JI, a, 
(2.2) 
Fq\lalion 2.2 shows (he dependence ofth~ energy o[(hc backscauered panicle 011 the target mass 
and the ,cattering angle /I. However durmg a mea,urcm~nt toc klocmatic fdctm K [)nly depends 
[)n the ma« [)ftloe target atom ,\I;. since the detector angle tI ~nd the ma<> oftoc projectile ,\1, 
is con'tant. If the energy of the projectile icn and ilS rna" ,U, art: known, [)ne can det~mline 
H, (i.e. tht nl<l« of the amm, from which they are >cattenx!), by measlLring th~ energy E I of 
the barbcatlcred particle<. It i, ~Ioo evident from (2.2) that the energy oflOC panicb >call~red 
by the heaviesl dem~nt is highn than tl)me semterod by lighter ones. Furthermore. the energy 
P, ofthe projectile ~twin, it, maximlLm ,'~Iu~ f"r a ,emtermg angl e e 180 ". The Importanee 
of the kinematic faclor is lh~t it ci~scribe< the n:ciuct.ion of incident energy d\lring the eolli,ion, 
and this then alklws identilicalion of lh~ rna" [)f the target atom by measuring the scattered 
panieles' energy. 
2.2.2 Energy loss (r~~') 
Whell an alpha panicle penetralCs a largd il lo,e, energy akmg it< trajectory d\l e to interaction 
with hound and free eleelrons in Ul~ targd, andl[) 'mall-allgle nuclear collislOfIil (with the later 
ollly being significant at 10" cnergie,j. The magnitllde oftfle energy lost depends on the total 











as well as the incident particle's velocity (Feldman & Mayer 1986). The energy loss per unit 
length dE / dx at the energy E of the incident projectile is defined as 
~E dE 
lim ~ == -d (E), 
t.x-+O ux x 
(2.3) 
for that particular particle and energy in that medium. When a projectile however undergoes a 
major collision with the target it can change its trajectory into an outward direction, but it will 
continue to lose energy until the alpha particles emerge. Figure 2.4 illustrated the energy loss 
for a projectile backscattered at a depth x. The energy of the incident particles is Eo, while the 
energy immediately before scattering at depth x is E. The energy after scattering is K E, while 
the energy of the particle emerging from the surface is E1 • 
I 




Figure 2.4: Illustration of the energy loss for a projectile backscattered at a depth x. 
As shown in Figure 2.4 the energy loss can be described in three steps: 
• Energy loss along the inward path ~Ein (For an average energy loss on inward path of 
~~ lin resulting ~Ein ~ co:'h ~~ lin). 
• Energy loss caused by the backscattering of the projectile ~E (~E = E - K E). 
• Energy loss along the outward path ~Eout (For an average energy loss on outward path 













This is make it possible to detennine the relation between the energy loss of the backscattered 
particles and the depth x 
LlE ~ [S]x 
where LlE the energy difference between the particles scattered from the atoms at the surface 
and those scattered from atoms at depth x. The backscattering energy loss factor is given by: 
K dE 1 dE 
[S] ~ --I' + --I t - cos 01 dx m cos O2 dx au 
(2.4) 
By measuring the energy difference LlE, the thickness of the sample can be detennined from 
tabulated values of ~! found in an earlier textbooks (Chu et al. (1978». Today the thickness 
are detennined by the simulation of the spectra using computer codes such as RUMP (Doolittle 
1985), DataFmace (Jeynes et al. 2003), SIMNRA (Mayer 2008), etc. 
2.2.3 Differential scattering cross section (~~) 
The scattering cross section provides the relationship between the number of target atoms and 
detected particles. The number of particle that will be detected in a detector with solid angle D 
is given by 
Y = a(O)DQNs (2.5) 
," 
where a(O) is the scattering cross section i.e. the probability that a particle is backscattered 
towards a detector at an angle 0, Ns is the number of target atoms per cm2 and Q the total 
number of incident particles (Chu et al. 1978, Feldman & Mayer 1986). By considering the 
Coulomb repulsion of two nuclei (which is the case in the RBS energy window), the differential 
scattering cross section can be detennined (Chu et al. 1978) by the Rutherford scattering cross 
section in the laboratory frame of reference, 
da = (ZlZ2e2 )' [co~ e + (1 - M,fM,sin' 0),1], 
dD 2E sm4 0(1 - Md M2 8m2 0) 2 
(2.6) 
where Zl and Z2 are the respective atomic number of the projectile of mass Ml and target atoms 











Lj. "hich indicates that RUS is signiflcantl), mOrC s.:nsili,,· to high Z dcm,·nt>. Thcreforc. if 
~qual all10UJJts of a light and heavy elemcnt art present, the numbcr of parlicks SC.ll\crcct trom 
the heavy ~lem~nt wil l be mach great~r. 
2.2..1 ('haractcristic~ nf an ItHS ~p('ctrllm 
The RBS spec!nlm con,isl, of a plot or the number or haLk,,'attcrl-J parti~ks as a fundion 
of their cncrg)', F]gur~ 2,5 di,plaYI a lll\:a,uTcJ b~"ks ... a\[crillg >p<.'dn.un D,1T a CoSi, luyn on 
Si TIle tx,ttO] n X -axi, giv~' tl", channel number whi,h is r~l~ted to the bacbcatT~nng energ:y 
in thc tn!, X axis. The "ctlialmeasllT~J Jata i, repr~'~J1ted by ''-It\~re, and the ,imulation by 
RUMP," ,hown by thc soliJ hoc. 
In Figure 2.5 COltnlS in channel, 350-400 'epres~nt alpha partides s.caller~d from Co moms in 
CoSi film. "hile those ktwe~n 25lJ.-2R5 repre'~nt Sl'aHering from Si in th~ CoSi film. Due to 
thc larger kincmatic ractor, the signal that arises /i'om alpha parheles that s<:attcrtJ fonn thc 
Co at thc surfacc of the sampk is found ill channel 395 while Ihat from Si is al ch:umcl 285. 
The nile is thai the hcavier the dcm~Dt', the hight, th~ ~nergy orbad. ,,,atiered parlicle,. Sin"~ 
cobalt is thc hcavier c1emcnt. it shows energy peaks at higher c'hanncl numocrs (han those of 
the lighter clement i.e, silicon. 











the deepest part the CoSi film i.e. from near the interface between Si and CoSi layer. The energy 
loss by the alpha particles on the inward passage scattering and outward passages through the 
layer is indicated as t::.E on the spectrum, which corresponds to the energy difference between 
the edges. This is analogous to saying that atoms buried deeply in the sample will give a signal 
at a low channel number, while the same type of atoms near to the surface give a signal at a high 
channel number. 
The step observed at channel number 285 is due to the scattering from silicon in the CoSi, while 
the sudden increase in backscattering yield at channel 240 indicates an increase in relative Si 
concentration at this depth. This therefore marks the interface between the silicide and the Si 
substrate. The width t::.E is related to the thickness of the film via the energy loss factor as 
given in equation (2.4). The depth at which the particle has penetrated can be determined by 
measuring the energy loss. 
The height of the cobalt and the silicon signal represent the concentration of each element due 
to the differential cross section via equation (2.6) and is a measure for the composition of the 
phase that has been formed (one must note that RBS gives relative relation of the Co and the Si 
but not phase identifcation). The ratio of these heights is 
H [ lCoSi Co O'Co nco EO Si 
HSi = O'Si . nSi . [Eolg~Si 
(2.7) 
where Hco, HSi are the signal height of the Co and the Si at the surface respectively, O'Co, O'Si 
are the cross section of the Co and the Si at the energy Eo respectively, ~ is the compositi~n 
ratio, [tol~:si is the stopping cross section factor l for scattering from the Si in the CoSi layer, 
and [Eolg~si is the stopping cross section factor for scattering from the Co in the CoSi layer 
(Chu et al. 1978). For the energy Eo in the range 1-2 MeV, [Eol~:Si ~ [tolg~si to within 10%, 
therefore the ratio of the stopping cross section term in equation (2.7) is ~ 1. Since in the CoSi 
layer nco = nSi, equation (2.7) can be approximated as 
Hco ~ O'Co 
HSi - O'Si 
(2.8) 
The difference in the heights of the Co and the Si observed in the spectrum is therefore essen-
tially determined by the ratio of the scattering cross sections. 











In this investigation the analysis of RBS spectra was performed using the computer software 
package RUMP (version 0.950) (Doolittle 1985). This program makes it possible to define a 
target that consists of a number of layers with different compositions and thicknesses. It sim-
ulates the resulting RBS spectra, based on the three aspects (discussed above) which underpin 
the rules of analysis of back scattering spectrum. The RUMP-code includes a very fast and pow-
erful simulation package known as PERT that uses non-linear least square techniques to execute 
multivariable fits of simulated RBS spectra to experimental data. Once a qualitatively correct 
simulation is made, PERT varies selected parameters of the simulation to obtain quantitative 
results (Doolittle 1986). A recent paper by Barradas et al. (2007) has shown RUMP to be con-
sistent and reliable, and that it compares favourably with other software such as DataFumace 
(NDF) and SIMNRA for analysis of spectrum such as those obtained in this investigation. 
2.2.5 In situ real-time RBS 
The most convenient way to closely monitor the growth kinetics of the silicide in metal-silicon 
system is by ramped temperature annealing, as one can observe all the phases of the system 
from a single sample during one experimental run. In this investigation the onset and growth 
of cobalt silicides phase formation was monitored using in situ RBS while the sample under-
going a ramped thermal anneal. This technique is referred to as real-time RBS because the 
characterisation is carried simultaneously with the growth which occurs during the annealing. 
First recorded use of real-time RBS was to study the photodissolution of Ag in amorphOli'S 
GeSe2 (Rennie et at 1986). The technique was improved and throughly investigated by Theron 
(1997). The advantage of real-time RBS over other in situ techniques such as XRD, and re-
sistance measurements is that it provides a direct measurement of the thickness of the growing 
layer directly. For further information on real-time RBS readers consult Theron et al. (1998). 
A rough sketch of in situ real-time RBS is shown in Figure 2.6. The sample was mounted 
on a cylindrical copper block used as a heating stage during in situ RBS measurement. To 
ensure good contact and thermal conductivity, a thin layer of conductive silver paste was used to 
stick the sample to the copper surface. The thermocouple was mounted from the back through 











the s~mple. The '<C~uered particlcs haw occn detected with Orlec Rugg~dized detector" hieh 
has thin Allilm c~p la}cr 10 pr~,cnt photons ~lllilled during the ramped thermal anneal from 
interfering with the Ineasurcrn.::nts. To im provc vacllllm condition L~, rescrvoir w~s ,!>cd "hich 
had added the a<lvant"gc of kecplng the dcteetor cool dUring the ramp. In order to cltabli,h the 
true rcal'hme temperature allhe 'urfaee of the sample, the re~I-ll1nc sy>lem was eahbratcd by 
in .<;IU resistivity mca.uremcnt llsing a [(lllr-point pmbc. The thermal calibratIOns were ma<.lc 
on AulS, and AL'Si 'ystem ~t ramp r~tc (If:2"C/mlll (the same ramp r~te was used durmg the 
measurements of the samples to avoid ally problems caused by thcnnocouple time lag). These 
system have no intennetallie pha'<Cs ami a well defined eutectic (scc the phalc diagram of AlI-
Si in Figure 2.7), and ~ large ~nd abrupt change in resistance thereforc occlIrs at the cllt.cetic 
tcmpcralllres. 
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Since the Au-Si eutectoid i, .163 'C and that fm Al-Si at [,77 'c. the,e two point' provide 
external reference, of the ,urlace temperature of Ihe ,ample in relation to that mea,ured by the 
thernlocouple, The relation,hip between mea,ur~d temperature and ,urfaee ,ample temperature 
could then be delcnnined by mea,uring the ,urface re,i,(.ance of the,e two ,y,tem, il' fundion, 
of the thernlocouple temperature, The temperature mea,ured by thennocouplc lor the AU-Sl 
ellleetie was lourld at ,],68°('. while that measured lor Al-Si wa, :;88"C. The resislanCe \ersu, 
temperature curve 101' the Au-Si system is presented in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8: The resistance-temperarure plot of Au-Si system showing an "bnlpt ri,e in resistance m 
:J,C9°C, 
By as,uming linear relalion,hip between the two mea,ured pOlnt~, the temperature mea.,ured 
by the thcnnocouple was lound 10 be given by (O,!}77T + 2.'12) 'C wilh the re,ultthalihe aelual 
temperature was slight! y lower lhan the measured temperalure OVer the range of interest. (,ee 
Figure 2.9). 
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For real-time RBS the samples were continuously analysed with 2 MeV alpha particles using 
an angle of incidence of 60 0 and a scattering angle of 165 D, while undergoing a ramped thermal 
anneal from 425°C to 700 °C at a rate of 2 DC/min. To ensure a complete disilicide formation, 
some samples were then held at 700 DC for a further 30 minutes. Figure 2.10 shows the typical 
temperature profile during real-time RBS. 
~O.------.------~----~------~--. 
700'C 
OL-----~------~----~------~~ o 50 100 150 100 
Annealing time (min) 
Figure 2.10: The temperature profile of a ramped anneal. 
The thermal anneal was carried out at a pressure of about 2 x 10-7 torr. The beam spot size was 
1 mm in diameter and the beam current was in the range 40 to 50 nA (Theron (1997) has shown 
that fluence of this order had little or no effect on the growth rate during silicide reaction). The 
temperature of the sample and the beam current was measured every 3s and RBS spectra were 
recorded every 30s. This resulted in the acquisition of over four hundred 30-s RBS spectra. ~.n 
order to improve the statistics, four 30-s RBS spectra were added together. An example of the 
four spectra recorded over a 2 minute period around 536°C is shown in Figure 2.11(a). The 
bottom part of the figure shows their composite RBS spectra. The scatter in the composite of 
two minutes spectra in Figure 2.11 (b) is seen as acceptable and is easier to analyse as compared 
to the 30-s spectra in (a) where a large scatter in the data was observed. 
Fluctuations in current were a common encounter during the analysis. Normalization of all the 
spectra in a given run was therefore required to correct this effect. This is easy to achieve by de-
termining the integral number counts in an energy window where the spectrum remains constant 
throughout the reaction (e.g. Si in the substrate). The counts in each spectrum are then adjusted 
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Figure 2.11: (a) Display of the four 30-. RBS 'rectIO and (h) composile or l·m;" ,))CctTa funned hy 










average of "lithe 'pectra. Panel (a) in Figure 2.12 show, how th~ elUTent \\a, fluctuated d\lring 
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Fig"'-' 2.12; (Jj TM cmuge al'CumlLialL()[' during Ihc procc", of allJ1e"ling. (b) {hot no!'lllalis~d eharg~ 
,ho"'ing the efrel'iv~ curr~nt aficr twnnaiintiOll. 
2.3 X-Ray Diffraction 
X-Ray Diffraction techniquc (XRD) "a widely u,ed technique employed to ,rudy the crys-
tallinl' structure of matcrials based On tnc ability of atom, to 'CaUer X-rays. Tile principle 











diffracted beam is measured. This is observed only when certain geometrical conditions are 
satisfied, which may be expressed by the Bragg law. 
where A is the incident X-ray beam wavelength, dkhl is the inter-planar distance for the hkl 
set of planes; () is the angle to the diffraction plane and n is the order of diffraction. When 
these conditions are satisfied, a peak in the X-ray intensity will occur. A simplified geometrical 
picture of the scattering of an X-ray beam is illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
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Figure 2.13: Reflection of X-rays from different atomic planes, illustrating Bragg's law. 
As seen in Figure 2.13, the diffraction from a set of planes will only occur if the normal to these 
planes bisects the angle between the incident and the scattered beam. 
In this investigation the real-time XRD measurements of the samples were performed at Gent 
University by J. Demeulemeester using a Bruker D8 diffractometer equipped with a custom built 
heating stage. It allows the identification of the phases (but provides no depth information) in a 
thin film because it determine the inter-planar distance dkhl (this inter-planar is characteristic for 
a silicide). The eu Ka X-rays (wavelength of 1.54 A) were used together with a linear detector 
[see Figure 2.14]. The incident angle 8 was fixed at 24 0 and the detector was positioned at 
a fixed angle of 28 = 51 ° but spaned a range of 2B-values (Bragg condition will be fulfilled 
for planes that are parallel to the sample surface and for which the Bragg angle is equal to 
8). The linear detector covered a window range between 41.5 ° and 60.5 0 (19°), allowing fast 











diffraction peaks of polycrystaUine CoSi at 45.6 ° and 51.2 ° and CoSi2 47.9 0 , together with a 
weaker CoSi2 peak at 56.9 0. Ramped thermal anneals from room temperature to 900 °C were 
performed in an H2 ambient at a linear heating rate of l°C/s. More detailed information on 
XRD technique can be found in Klug & Alexander (1974) and Sweet (2000). 
X-ray source Linear Detector 
(~ 19° .\\ 
~ --------------- ~ . ~-\) 
8 r---------~--- &r->~~Q. . 28 
I . 
Sample 
Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of the () - 2(} scan with a linear detector. 
2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool to examine the roughness of surfaces 
(Magonov & Whqugbo 1996). Using an AFM, a sh rp probe is scanned across the surface 
of a sample. The probe is a tip loaded on the end of a cantilever, which bends in response to 
the force between the tip and the sample. The cantilever is typically made of silicon or silicon 
nitride with a tip radius of curvature in the order of nanometers. The AFM operates using the 
principle of Hooke's law so that when the tip is brought into proximity to the sample surface, 
the force between the tip and the sample leads to a deflection of the cantilever. In contact-mode 
AFM the spatial variation of the tip-sample repulsive force, or that of the tip height, is converted 
into an image. The AFM can also be operated in the non-contact mode, where for instance the 
van der Waals force, the exchange force, or the magnetic force are detected. 
A schematic of an AFM is shown in Figure 2.15 where the sample is mounted on top of a 
piezoelectric tube scanner that can move the sample in the z direction for maintaining a constant 
force, and the x and y directions for scanning the sample. The cantilever holder is fixed on top of 
the coarse and fine advance screws, with the tip positioned over the sample surface. The force 
between the sample and the tip is detected by the deflection sensor, and a topographic map ofthe 











Figure 2.15: The atomic force microscopy (Chen & Waston 1999). 
relative to the tip. Although there are several different techniques for detecting the cantilever 
deflections, a laser beam deflection system, introduced by Meyer and Amer in 1988 (Chen & 
Waston 1999) was used in this study. A schematic diagram of the optical beam deflection AFM 
is illustrated in Figure 2.16, where a laser beam is reflected by the top surface of the cantilever 
onto a position-sensitive detector. More detailed information on this technique can be found in 
Wiesendanger (1994). In this investigation the analysis of AFM images were performed using 

















esults and Discussion 
3.1 RBS analysis 
3.1.1 Solid phase reaction results 
The following are the results from Co deposited on Si<lOO> substrate at room temperature. 
During the analysis the sample was annealed over a temperature range of200 - 650°C at a rate 
of 2 a/min. The RBS spectra were obtained using 2 MeV alpha particles, and the analysis was 
performed using RUMP. 
Figure 3.1 presents a three dimensional plot of the composite 2-minute RBS spectra obta~ned 
during the ramped thermal anneal. It presents a complete history of the reaction that occured in 
the sample, and thus provides a consistent picture of the interaction. However, it was difficult 
to extract qualitative information from it as some features are sometimes hidden behind others. 
It is therefore more productive to plot the data using contour lines as shown in the bottom part 
of Figure 3.1. In both panels the onset of the reaction between the Co film and the Si substrate 
to form C02Si is clearly visible, as is the onset of the formation of the CoSi2 phase. However, it 
is difficult to tell when the CoSi began to form, and this information can only be obtained from 
a detailed analysis of the RBS spectra and is explained below. 
The formation of the first phase, C02Si, was observed starting at a temperature of 365°C as is 















figure 3.1: (a) Three dimensional plat of RES ,!",clm obl"iocd during a ram!",d an".."l (2 "e lmin) of a 
25() A mllall film dopo'ltcxl on silicon at room lemp"mtllr~. (~) Conl<>Uf rlol Oflho dato in (a) 
C<>Si, began to gro'" at a tcmpcraTIlI'C of around 41)5"C, as shown in Figure 3.3, The e<>balt 











,il icon). Th,' fir'l pha,,' c"mp id~d it> cnnvcr,ion In the ,,:cond phu,e at a temperalure of around 
44n"C, and Fig.ure 3.4 ,00,,; tlwi at 11.~ "(' lIlt: f,lm "as el1tircfy CoSi_ 
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Fi~un; 3.3: A back,catt~rins spectmm ,how, Co."i b~gins to form al • thertll<"'''uple reading llf 411 'c 
b<-for~ all Co ha, been consumed (calibrat~il temperature i, .Ill;", cC)_ 
The formation oflhe l~'l phas~. CoSi,. "as oh,erwd to kgin at around ,'i:)~"C and the reactioll 
compicled (i.e il11 CoSi pru.s.c comnt~d 10 CoSi, pha,e) al a temperature of around (i()We. 
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T'i~ure 3_5, .,.. had,scallc'fin~ ,pcctno" ,oowin~ lhe inili,,1 gru,,,h u f C OSi2 .t. thcrmoc()llplc ",,,,lil1g of 
,,44 "C (c.1 ihraled temper.lun' is 5;1.) "C) 
The complete set of results obt~ i toed by simulat iOIl of real "me spectm is displayed in figure 
3_7_ Tllie analys;, COl1firmed that in CotS; 'i 'tem, Co,Si is the first phase. "hich begins to gl'Ow 
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Figure 3.7; Results of the aaalysis obt"lT,ed for Co ckposJ{ed 0" Si at room {empo,amre , IkJwing {he 
100mmion of {l>o variO<15 cobalt "I'Cid" phase<. 
In Figure J.7the nllmber ofCo atom~icm2 in each phase i~ p loned as a function oflcmperalU lc 
The plot wa, pr~.,cnled in Ihi s maIm er in order to cro" chec l our and lysis, since the tOlal number 











3.1.2 Rcactiw deposition results 
As previously described, "hen cobalt evaporales undcr a UIlV condilion onlo a heated silkon 
suhstrnte. it re'lc\s immcdi~\dy with the silicon and fonn' rohalt silicidc, directly. V~ntomrue 
ct al (1'l'}1i) demonstrated that If tbe suh,trate tClnperature " mn imained above :;:;0''(' a CoSi2 
fIlm i, produ~~(L while wht:n lh~ 'llhstrale tt'mp"raturcs wa, lo"en'd to .'1 1(1' (' lhis ",sultled 
in an incomplele CoSi ) rmdion. This sllgg~,ts lhal COSI film ~an ,1", be grown by means 
or reactive deposilion. For Ih,' purpose:; of lhis JOvesligalion. films werC gro"n al ,ub'leak 
temperatures ranging from ·17':; - 550 cc. Figure 3.~ she>I\'s XRD spectra Itr the set of as-
d~posit lxl sampks The presence ofCe>Si peaks at '2& ~ 4;'_0 c and ~(I ~ ,J 1 '2 0 due l() diffraetie>n 
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,'igurc .~_~ ; rhe x fl. ] ) spcctn> tur ,hi; :;c' or '", ll pl", ("' -Mp(lsit~d) that v. ,'TC pTcp"rcd hy Tc"diw d"-
I"',iti"n al (""'j)<rJ"""' n~l!p tlg b<..·"'-'~'11 375 [,25 -C (mc",ur~m,·nt' of XRll ,bta perform",t hy J. 
rl<'l1",u l ~m"~'ter at (j~nt UtlJ>crsity). 
ror Ihe sa mpk lha\ was prepared by reactive depc"ilion a\ 52" ce. an inlen,e dim'action peak 
was also detededat 2e ~ 47.S\l" This is attr ibuted to the (220) planes e>fthe CoSi, lattice. rhe 
same di lli:lIC li on peak was also round ror the "ample prepared at 7><)(PC althoug h, it was less 
inlensily comparrd 10 11K: sample prcparNi by reacti ve depoSItion at a \cmpemlme or _~2,'i 0C 
As lhe magnirude or lhe speclral inlensi ly i, a rough mcasure of lh~ quantily of lhe ma1erial 










of CoSi" than that at 525°C. A v.e>lk signal of CoSi, waS at", ,"'",)"\oed at 'HI ~ m 24 6 for 
(oSi film prepared at 50YC' and :;25 '(' reactive deposition temp"ratur~s. 
It is ileliewd th~t the peak ohs.c)"\oed at 20 ~ .. 7.2 0 for the sample thal WdS prepared at ·17,~ .~ (' i, 
not from lh~ COSi2 pha", a, it too ,harp 10 Ix a diA'raction peak from a thin film. A weak signal 
was also been delecled al anllll1d 28 ~ n.1 C due to the diffraction peak from the (110) planes 
oftllc CoSi pha>e. This ,hills slightly to 2~ _ 29' r"r ;ample, prcpared at a reactive dcposition 
temperatures of 500 "C' and :;25 0 C which indicate. the emerg""ce or the th e CoSi , phase. 
The RBS spectra for the sel as-deposited sdmplcs are sho"n in Figure 3.9. It can he seen 
from the figlLre tllat Ihe spectrum of the sample prepared by real'live dep<llilin at ,')()(J cC i. not 
significantly different to the ,pectrum obtaiocd a, 400 'C' and ·150 °C. This suggests lhallh~ film 
is largely in thefonn "fCoSi alld therefore that the amount of the CoS'z in the film is ,mall 
JG I~O ", ---,,,,e ._.n "'" 
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Figur. 3.9: R1JS spectra for the ,.t of sample, (as-del~"jt.d) thOi we'e pr"Parcd by 'eactivo uCp",ilion 
at t.mp."tur<s ranging lxtwe~1l 37.", _ "t,o 0(' (arl angle ,)f iocid.c,\Cc ,)f 10 0 wa, u,e,I). 
As is ShOll n in Section 3.1. f the umnatioll temperatu'" of the CoSi, ph~'e is ,\fell defined for 
CoSi grown by solid phase rmuions. To ime,(igate whdher the r~aLli~e depu;ition temperature 
had any effect on the CoSi" formation tempcmturc, all samples ,,~re analysised. Only the results 
fmm coila lt depo'ited at a reactive deposition temperature of ,11)) 'C, ·150 'C and 500 'C: will 
be presented helow ill detail. The remainiug snmples arc included m the ~ppendices. Real-time 
RBS WIth a linear ramped anneal at a rale of2 ·C'/min bct¥.'een 425 - TOO·C was used to study 










fib'Ur. 3.10: Contour plot ofRBS dat. oo~1inM during a r.mpM JtH\~al (2 0 e lm in) of CoSi film prep"M 
b) ","ctiYe deposition o{ 400 °C. 
Real-lime RHS analy~is of sampl~ prodllcrd by reactiw depolitioll at 400 'C: 
Figure 3_1 0 shows a cont()ur plot of the sample prep~red ~t a re~ctive deposition tempemture of 
100 "(;. The figure sh()"s {hat {he real,tion start; at a temperature of around ,)~(I " c. It can also 
secn thai the reaction compleles at a temperature of around (jR(I '~ C 
A spectrum such '" thai shown in Figure 3_11 wa, ,elec{ed where it \\a, ~Iear that the film was 
in the form olToSl. /b is obscncd Ii-om the figure. the spectrum is broad and il has a tail on 
lhe low energy side ofthe Co ~~k. The XRD oflhe ~s·dep()sitexl sample ;how~dlhat no C()Si2 
was present in the ol'igin~1 sampk 11 is ~bo evidenl Ii-om th~ cont()urplot in Figure 3.10 that 
no reaction had occurred by 270 "(' . The CoSi wil istherdore clearly due to non-unilormily 
ill the film, \\hich makes it difficult to e,tahlish lhe OIl>ellempeJ'~lure ofCoSi2. The spectmm 
was ,imulated hy RU \11' using a singlc layel' of C OSI on Si substrate. ~nd roughness (discussed 
laler) ol'the lilm "as mea <ured to I", about Ii mn. 
A c~rdul analysis ol'lhe speclra oblained during mmp annealing waS undertaken 'ISing RU~IP 
in the tollow ing mannn_ Roughness waS lake'll inl() a~counl u,ing the hr'" c()mmand in the 
RUM I' program, The Fuzz WaS "llowed 10 vary in PERT mO<k in ordeT l() obtain the best ,imu-
lation . As the next highcr tempcrurure s~ctmm w~s simulated. tlw Fuu valu~ waS monitored 
Whel1 a sudden increase in the Fuzz was required b} PERT 10 hi Ihe spe"Ctmm, lhis w~s taken 











si mlliarion was then ti ~ed to tfle origi nal \'alue and the CoSi, layer was introduced. 
£"0,"' (MoV) 
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Figure -'. I I: 1\ backscallering sp"urunl showing CoSi fJ hTl al a lb..mTl""[)\Ip!~ ,.",ling of 271 ' C (e"li-
bMcd ,"mf"raluTe or:hi7 . C) ror the ,ample m,d~ ~y ,.,"ri,. d~po,ition at ,100 c C. 
The analysis obtaiocd to, th~ sample show~d that the focmaLion kmpemlUre of CoSh phase 
began at :;7.)"(. as displayed in figure 3.12 together with its simulation. The CoSi ph~se w~s 
fou nd to he completely cOlwerted to a CoSi, phH5.C at " temperature of 670"C as presented in 
Figure 3.1 3. The results ofsimul~lCd re~llilllC spect,." obtained lor the entire rHlUp c~n be seen 
in FigllreJ. 14. 
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Figu'" 3.12: A bacbcan~ring 'i>"~trum ,hawing tr.. gr"",th otT oSi, U(II!l C oSi by WICtiW deposition 
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Figure ,1 1,' i\ h«d"callc-ring 'I"'clrum OfCOS11 ~ro" n fiom CoSi rrhn pIOdu'.-ed h, ,e""m'e Jep'J>llion 
"1·1(1(1'-'(" '"""ing "1\" all CoSi ,,,nw<;rted to C'<,Sic .1 a Ih_nlll>,:,>uple reading ot BNl (' (,-"lib,,,t_<I 
"'lTlp"'~lU'" "ffj70 "C'), 
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Flgme ),14: Result< oft~ anal}<i, ofRIlS ;;pcctra ohmined Imm the <ample prr><ioccd by re,ctl.-e 
depowion ot 400 0 (" . The forma,ion 0 f CoS" fn>rn CoSi ini"oled :>roLLnd lCmpcralUrc 0 f ii 7,) 0(". 
Real-time RBS allalysis llf ~ sample produced by reactive deposition ~t 450 ' C: 
Figure 3. 15 ,hO\\'8 a ,onlC>ur plot of the sample prepared by reactive deposi tion ~t ~ temperarurc 
of .1-'>1)"('. As can be '"~ n from the figu ,"" the fOlmation of CoSi., began at a temperarure 
or around ',(IO'T and is separately d i.<played In Figure 3. 16 wilh its 8imul ~tion_ A ,omplete 











figure 3.17. The complete set of the result> Irom the simuJOI~d 'IX"Clm obtain~d during th~ 
r.lmp are displayed in Figu,," 3.IS. 
, , 
l 
) "i£uI< 3.1~: ConlOUI plot ofRDS dJIO oblallled dUfUl,' a rcom!",,1 mmeol (2 ~("m;nl of Co';i mm prep",,-d 
by re2>Ctl\ e deposlt)on ot ~Cil < ( , 
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figu'e 3. 16; A bacbcattering """Innn ,howing In. on",,\ t"mper~('Jfe of CoS" 01 a lh,ml""oupl~ 'e",l· 
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Figure 3_17: A "''\ck;;catt~ring ;;pectmm ,hawing "'hen all c.-..<;i phase "nm-ert~d In CoS" pha,~ allher_ 
lllO<nuple reading of ,-,(~-, 0 C (calihrmed refilli ng of ,)1'-:; 0c) for sample prepared hy ~acliv~ depmilion a[ 
4',WC. 
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Figure 3 18: R~'llits of til<: "nal)-,i, oflhc RRS spectra ,-,I,lainnl from lhe ,ampl~ m"de al 4~O °C ~""live 
Mposition t~mpe,"rure_ Til<: formallon of CoSi, from CoSi Il<:g:an .. l a leTTlpttalu~ of "round ,)(Xl' C. 
Real-lime RBS anal}s!, "f "Imple produced b.~· reacti"" deposition lit 500 "C: 
The filmmti(ln ofCoSi2 was observed to begin at a Icmperature of 4 G~ oC for Ihe sample pre-
pared at read;ve delXlsition temperature of ",l() °C (see contour pl()t ; n Figure 3_ I 9). Figure 
3_20 ,hm"s the onset ()fthe COS;2 phasewhcn it began to form at a temperature of .J.(jj "c. The 
CoSi phas. completed it, com-el'<;on to COSi2 at a temperature ofaroond 5¥lcC a, pre'entcd 











rump are displayed ill Figure .1.22 
F Igur. 3. I Y: Contour plot aIRES data obtained during a ramped ann~a I (~" CiminI ofCoSi tilm P"fW_d 
hy reoctivo doposilion at ,",((1 "(:. 
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Figu,,: 3.21'1: II ho!C\.:sCatteling spectmm showing the tempemmre at which CoSi1 phil,e h_£"tl its fOor-
matiOll at" thormocouple Te" ding of ·17G"'(' (calibrated reading of ·lM 'C) for t~ sample prep",ed by 
Teocti,-. deposition m ,",()()'C 
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Figure 3.21 : A b",",b<,·~ll.rmg 'pectrum ,howlng wh.n all CoS, phMe co""ned to CoSi, phase at ther-
mocoupic reading of.).'i~ ' C ("O/ibrat.d readmg 01' :;·10 "C) for the """'ple p'epored by reacti,·, deposition 
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Figure 3.22 Re,u lt' 01' tb" analysi, of RES 'pectra obtained from th' sample prepared by reocli.'c 
dep"SllHlh ", ,)(jJ 'c. n,. tormotlOn of CoS i" from CoSi beg." at a teJlll"ratur, of oroWld 41", "C 
sition at temperature, ranging from :17.:; - e'l,) 0(' were obtained by the simulation of real time 
spectra, The simulation ",suits eonrml1~d that CoSi 2 w,,, pr~.,ent i" the fi lm, grow" b) rcacti\e 
deposition at a temperature of 7i)() OC and .~2~ ' C (w it h ~ G'X, be ing pr~s~nt in film gro\\n at 
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Fjgur~ 3.23; The on",,! formation t~lDp"rat LLrc' ,,[CoSi, prMl".d from Co.."i; 111m prcpo,cJ by r~""li'e 
Mpositioo at t~mp<'ratur<"S bel"""n ~7,) - ,,2.'i'C 
3.1.3 Co dt'po~ited at RT followed by a 450 -C anneal 
As is L'\'ident from the aoow results. the formntioll ofCoSi, from CoSi film grown b) reildi'e 
dCJX"ilion hilS cii fferent onset tempcrat\l res. To conti rln thal1hc onset tcmpcmlurc formation of 
CoSi, pha,~ is no! influenced by heginn il1gthc ramp wilh a sample in the CoSi phase. a portion 
ofthc COiSi sample deposi led al RI Wil' ""l1e~lcd in a vacuum furnace for Jll minutcs to coovert 
;110 CoS;. The CoSi lilm gwv.n by w lid phase rCilclion was then Sl~ljcctcd to the idelllie~1 rcal-






Fib'Ure 3 .24: Contour ptD( ofRllS data oolai ned during a ramped anneal (2 'Omi,,) ofCnSi n 1m prcparcd 











Figure .1.24 ,hows a cOlltom plot dmillg the ramped anlleal ohtamcd for tIK: ,amrk. Th~ gro", th 
ofCoSi" phas~ is ,cell to ht:gin at a temperature of around '",',"r a, ,hown in FigLirc 3.25. A 
contpk[~ grO\qh al a [~mperatur~ of ,) 7,', "(' lor CoSi, is shown ill Figure 3.26. The re,ulls from 
tbe ,intLLlatioll ofth~ r~al time spedro arC displayed In 3.27. 
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Figur~ 3,25; A b""hc"tte,ing 'pe<;trurn ,howing "hon CoSi , j, ob ,en'ed Lo hcgin its formation at a 
thermocouple Te",ling of 5·1·1 ' C ("hbT.".,1 re"<li,,~ of C, 3~\ 'C) for ,ample dept"it",1 at KI folio" cd hy 
j'j.()" C "m1eal 
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Figure ~.26' 1\ b""k, ,,an .. ing sp"-'tmm s!:towing a complete growlh of Co$,! "t a lherrnocouple r"",lIng 
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FlgUTC 3.27: ~C,"lt, of til' aDoly,i, of the RBS spec11'" for the sample dep<",it~d m RT folkJ"',u by 
45 (1 "(' "n"caL The !onnmion arCoSi, from CoSi in;timed ot a t~m~rat\l1'e of :)~,-, ' c. 
3.2 Di!oCUM,ion 
Co Ivas dcpositoo on Si at room IcmpcmlllJe and then _mbjected to ~ linear ramp from 200 -
min cC'. Three distinct phases "erl' obsn\'cd (0 Limn allemperature ranges ofhctwecn :J60-
OOc;0 C'. The precursor phase, Co, Si, was ob,crvcd between ~l f)() 'C ami ·tl.' 'C. The second 
phase, CoSi wa, found to he pre s~nl in the mnge hem cen /0,] - 600 'c. The last phase, CoSi, 
v.a:; obServed to form at co:", "C. The sa me formation temperature" a, found when the ,ample 
wa, milially ant)ea led at 4,:;0 "(, to form CoS; ph~sc. However, the lCIllp<:raturc at which eqSi 
wa, p"'paroo hy reacti, e depositi on was f01lOOto ; nflucnc~ Ihe tonnahon lcmpcmlllfc ofCoSi" 
A signilicanl din;,rence in the onset t~mperature of the CoS;" plmse was observed Ii-om arolLnd 
,'j7j cC from CoSi prqJarcd by rcacti\e dep<lsilim at 4(XloC to ~bout 465 °C for that prepared at 
,j UU cC. for the sample prepared at a r~acti,'e depoisti(~l temperature of 400 °C the CoS; phase 
was tound to be cntirely comcrtcd (0 CoSi2 at a tempcmture of around (i70 cC'. while lor sample 
prcaperd ~t " OO "C all ti, e CoSi was observcd as comcrtl,d to CoSi~ at ".)(1 "C. This indic~tes 
that the rute at which the CoSi phase is convcrted 10 CoSi, is las(cr when the :;ample i, prepared 
at a higher reactive dL;>!"ilio", The full set of results from thc rcal-limc RBS imcshgation are 
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Figure 3.28: Temperature of onset of the formation of CoSb from CoSi grown by reactive deposition at 
a temperature ranging from 375°C to 525 ce. 
3.3 XRD analysis 
Identical samples prepared using a solid phase reaction technique were analysed using real-
time XRD. The samples therefore underwent a ramped thermal anneal from room temperature 
to 900°C at rate ofl °C/s. Figure 3.29(a) shows real-time XRD contour spectra obtained during 
this procedure for the sample deposited at room temperature. Unfortunately reliable information 
could not be extracted about the silicides' formation from this technique due to the lack of a 
protective cap, which caused the Co film to oxidise rapidly during the ramp annealing. Howev.er, 
it was possible to perform real-time XRD on the CoSi film produced when the RT sample was 
subject to a 450°C anneal to convert it to the CoSi phase, Figure 3 .29 (b). The intense diffraction 
peaks at 20 '" 45.6 ° and 20 '" 51.2 ° [see Figure 3.29 (b)] indicate the presence of CoSi phase. 
The formation of CoSi2 phase began at a temperature of around 560°C, as is evident from the 
appearance of a diffraction peak of 20 '" 48 ° in the figure. 
AU the CoSi films produced by reactive deposition were also subjected to real-time XRD anal-
ysis. The XRD spectra obtained during the ramped anneals from room temperature to 900°C 
at rate of 1 °C / s of samples produced at reactive deposition temperatures of 400°C, 450 °C and 
500°C are presented in Fig 3.30. From this figure, the diffraction peaks from CoSi are again 












FLgure 3,29: (aJ Th" XRD dOLO nhlai".d during Ih" ramp aTlTle.ling at 1"C/, "rco dL'P'"i[<:d 01 liJ. 
(h) the XRD <lat. for Inc ""me ",mpk whkn h",1 b;;cTl,.-e_al111c"l.d "I 451YC \0 "onvc"-~ il to the CoSi 
pi'la"'_ III b<~h palle], tn.: r!lln,.li"" ofCoSi1 pl","c "'a, ()bs,r.~{IIO "r!""r ,,' "\cmpcraillre of 5GO 'C 
(llle,,,urelI~nt' or XRD data p"rfonned by J. Demeukm.e,(er m Gent Uni'e";ty). 
are al", visible. Th~ appearance of a Ie" intCIl'C diffraction peak at ~f/ ~ 57 24' a[:;o indicate' 
th~ filmmtioTl "fCoSi, ph""". In figure ).31) (a). it can Ix secn that the onset temperature of 
CoS" ph,,,e from ('oS; prep"",d by ",acti v~ d"P',,;tioTl at 4(1)'(' wa, at" t~mpera!tlre around 
of ()(ri 'C, and that the t\\() ( :oSi peals finall) di'3ppear~d at TLO cC indicati ng that the re-
uclion Irlml ellSi to CoSi, Wa, c()mplele. As can be ,een in FigllTe 3.30 panel (b) anu (c) 
rcspectively, Lhc formalion l("mperalurc of u,Si2 !iwll CoSi reacliv(" dcpo;iled al t';O ' C "as 
obscr,'cu arounu .';50'(;, anu Lhal rea~live uepo,ilcu at ,~OO' C WaS ob,erwu al ,~10vC. The 
reaction for CoSi prepared b} reaclive uCposllion al !')() ' C was compkteu by 1),10"C '" hik lhal 
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f-';gurc 3.30; The XRD data obtained dunng Ill" ramp "nTlC"iing "I" C,' re.ct;,'e depos;[..ct at (.) 40() 0 e, 
(n)"t ·'150"C and (e) a< Fi~)"C. The figure 'h""" lhc f(}l1Tl"i;on ofCoSi" ph.,", which begins at a io,"er 
tempemnue ,\'lIen the '>mpk " prcp"rcd "1 a higher reactive deposition temperature (me,,-,un.m,n[S Dc 











For ,ample' prepared by 'oli<1 phose reactioo, it wa' only pos,iblc to obtoin reliable Inform~­
lion from Co depOSIted at RI and lhen anneal<;d 10 4,->1) C. as the CoSi film i, Ie" pro"" to 
oxidation lhan Co, The results showed lhat th<' formali{>n of CO,';;;," from (,o~i fIlm prodoccd hy 
COII\ entiom I >olid phm,c reaction ,larted al aroLlnd 5Iin' { '. 
A ditTel'enT fOrm.1tion \cmpcrnhlrc of CDSi, wa, tl'>l.llld wben CoSi w~" produced dlreclly by 
r~aC!i,e dcV,,,il~1n For tm, eoSi fi]m l""par.d at 41)1'(, re"ctiw d~p<,"ition temp"ra(Urc, th~ 
on'Cllcml'cr~lutC ofGJ~i, w," [(llind al '''(lund (;n.) '(:, "hil" 1he COS, phase was found 1<' be 
cntirely convcrted to C-<lS" al d lcmpcralmc of~rouIl!l i~n '(', 1'0<" ,ample lh~\ was prcpared by 
reoelive ocposilion o115()°C the CoSi, wa, found to herin Its lonnallon at ,',:,i) 'C ~nd all the 
CoSi wa' observed 0" c(>!l\crted to CoS,., at t~mDCf'''ture of 6:\()"C , Th~ formolion of CoSi" 
by I'cactive ocposit,on at ,',[HYC wa" t0und at [ower Icmp('l'atur,' around jlO OC compal'c!l1cl 
that p,ep"'OO at 100' C' ond 4:'1"C reactive dcpo<ition temperaturc-s, t he Co~i film prepared 
by r~adive depo"t~l11 at 40U 'C exhibits a s]ov;~r rate ofrea<:tion when compared to the CoSi 
film I'repilreJ at r,(r~c ,,,,d ,10!) .(' (the traT1,fommt;on fW11l ('oS; to ('0<;;2 for 4l~J''C sample 
IS ~omplctc!l over a (empentlure rang~ of ahoul 11 n 'oC to ~n °C and no °C for thm prepared 
LoO '(: and (it)' (' ,e'l>eet;, elyl_ 'I he full ,d of re,u]t< for tm, re"]-time XR D ;m-eslIgat;on are 
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FigLLre :1.31 Temporature 0)' {~),e! 0)' the )orrnal;",) 0)' CoSi, r""" CoSi ~ I~" grown hy rea<:lh'e dcpo'i-











3.5 AJ<M Analysis 
Figure 3.32 shows three dimensi,.,,"1 AFM im~ge' with ,1 scan ar~,l of[,x "I!I" ofroSi pnxiuced 
wh~n Co has reactiv~ dcp"'lIcd at -1110 cC, ·1.')0 C (' and .'j.( ~ J C (' • From CoSi topographlcal image, 
tlK: computer sofl",,,rc p~ck:Jge Nam"c"pc ,700 cdkuldt~d the awral;e ITr" ,urfac~ rollghn~" 
of CoS i fi I rn prepared at " rcddi'T depm, it ion ternperat ure of 400"(; [figllrc 3.32 (;1)] 10 \)., 6 
nm. The average rrm ,urface rougionc" rncd,u!I.'d lor thc CoSi fi lm that Wd' pI~pared ~t · ! "' I " (' 
[hg\lrc 3 .3 ~ (b) J w" s foomd 10 k 4 rnn dnd the same surtacc roughoes, w~s found for the sample 
th~t w~s prep~red ~t a 500 0(' [figure 3.32 (e)J. 
(., 
(0) 
~igurc 3.3", 3-D M .\1 image, orCaSi 11im pr~parcd by rc-dctivc dcp,-"itioll at (a) l00"C. (b) ·I:;O -' C 











In orda [0 compare the J'<)u~hne" (lfthe CoSi, fi lm ~rO\'n frolU the ahovc O>~j fi lm' for the 
ab",c ,",npks, AFM mea,uremcnt, were also ~arried out on the CoSi2 fdms formed b} the 
ramped [hennal ,mncal. Fig;ur~ 3.33 'h"",' the AFYl imag~, ofCoSi, films ohtain~d for [h~ 
,amples. From rignre 3.33 (a), the ~,crag;c nm ,url,\C~ J'<)ug;iuh'sS of CoSi l I;'rm~d foml CoSi 
film p<cp¥<Xl M a re,wtivc deposilion temperalure 01' "100"(' "a, mcasHred to be 9 run. ",hile 
for C oSi, that was prepMcd at 4;j.()' (' was fOllnrl to Ix ~ nm l see F igurc J ,33 (b) J ~ud thM from 
CoSi film p"'p,ned at ')(Xl l' [Figure 3.33 (.;ll w", dctermi~c<1 to hc4 nm. 
lo, 0' 
{oj 
Figure .LB: 3·D A PM image, oj' CoS;" fonned afkr ,amped anneal of CuS, p'-"Pared at (~) ,joo' C. (b) 












The results revealed that all the surface films were found to be rough whether in the form of 
CoSi or CoSi2 • In the case ofthe former however, the CoSi film prepared at a reactive deposition 
temperature of 400 DC is rougher than that produced at 450°C and 500 °C (i.e. about 6 nm for 
400 DC compared with 4 nm for CoSi film prepared at 450 DC and 500°C). 
For the CoSi2 film, there was apparently no big difference observed in the roughness of the 
sample prepared at a 400°C and 450 °C reactive deposition temperature (the average rms sur-
face roughness was calculated to be 9 nm and 8 nm respectively). A significant decreases in the 
roughness was however observed for CoSi2 film grown from the sample prepared at a reactive 













The investigation has shown that it is possible to grow CoSi film by reactive deposition. From 
the analysis of RBSIXRD of the films that were grown at temperatures ranging from 375 -
550 cC, it was found that for a substrate temperature maintained between 375 cC and 475°C, 
the film is in the form of CoSio Complete formation of CoSi2 phase as observed for substrate 
temperature at T = 550 cC. When the substrate temperature was kept at T = 500 DC or 525 cC 
a mixture of mono/di-silicide was observed. However, the amount of the CoSi2 that was found 
in CoSi prepared at a 500 cC reactive deposition temperature was small, while a significant 
presence of CoSh was found in CoSi prepared at a reactive deposition temperature of 525 cC. 
For silicides grown by solid phase reaction (cobalt deposited at RT and then subjected to linear 
ramp anneal from 200-650 DC), three distinct silicide phases were found in a temperature range 
between 360 - 600 cC. Detailed analysis ofRBS data showed C02 Si was the first phase to form 
and that is began to grow at about 365 cC. However, before C02Si completed its formation 
the second phase, CoSi, started to grow at a temperature of around 405 cC. The formation 
of CoSh, the last phase in cobalt silicide system, was observed as beginning at a temperature 
of 535 cC. The phase sequence and onset temperatures obtained from this investigation are 
in broad agreement with those in published literature (Gurp & Langereis 1975, Smeets 2007, 
Theron 1997). 
The same onset temperature for a CoSi2 phase was also found when the cobalt that was de-











Ihe lC'flll"'ralurc at whi~h CoS] wa, produced by re~cli\"e deposil;,'" was found to intlllence tile 
subsequenl formalinn IC'Tlll"'ralurl' of the CoSi ., phase 
For cxample. rC31-lime RBS mmlysb showoo Ihallh,' formalion oflhc CoS" plJa'c startcd at 
afOund r, 7f, °C fOl' CoSi 1i 1m prepared by reactive deposition ~t a temperatUl'e of lOeYC, while 
it began at ~65 c C for CoSi prepared by a re~cTi\"e deposition attemperamre of 5(()°C. The 
RBS and XRD anal}~is of ehe remaining sampl~s con1irm~d the same feature - the low er the 
readi,'c dCpolilion lcmp<'mlun: us"d 10 tillm ene CoSi film, ehe higher lhe sub.,equem filflnatiofl 
tcmperature of CoSb. A summary of the resllll, oblained by RBS and XRD lechTll'lues IS 
presented in Figul'e 4.1 which enablcs a comparison bclwccn Ihe lWO lechniques 10 be madc. 
,. ,----------- ---------------! 
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l-Igure ~. j: Graph di,p]:'Ylllg the ()!lS~t Temperature fonnotioll of C oSiz pha,. fm'" C oSi-tilm prep""d 
by wKOtive ckpoSlTion at diff."m tem[>Cfamre, (:)7.'; - 525 C Cj. The grarh al<o <!>ow, lh" lc,nrera1ure 
lonnanoo of CoSi., prepa,,,d by ,olJd plk"e ",,,,,tlOn 
As can be secn ti-om lhis fIgure, the r~al-eime XRD re,ult, are in broad agreement with the 
renl-lTTllC RBS data as the lrcDd i, esscnlially lh~ .,am" in bolh ,d,. while lh~ avemge differen~e 
between the onset temperamre measured by eacb techniquc can 13rge1y bc ascribed 10 thc higher 











The second major difference observed with the samples prepared by reactive deposition is the 
difference in their CoSh rate of reaction. Although it was found that the reaction took place 
at lower temperatures for the samples prepared at higher reactive deposition temperatures, the 
rate at which the CoSi phase was converted to CoSh was found to be faster. For instance, real-
time XRD showed that it took a temperature range of 115°C for CoSi film prepared by reactive 
deposition at 400°C to fully convert to CoSi2, while a temperature range of only 60°C was 
necessary for CoSi reactive deposited at 500°C. In other words, it took 115 seconds to convert 
CoSi to CoSi2 for the sample prepared at a reactive deposition temperature of 400°C, while it 
took 60 seconds to complete the reaction for the sample prepared at 500 DC. Furthermore, the 
longer reaction rate occurred at a higher temperature (i.e. 115 seconds at a temperature ranging 
from 605 - 720°C compared to 60 seconds at a temperature 510 - 570°C), contrary to what 
one expected as reaction normally proceed faster at higher temperatures. 
The differences in the behaviour observed in this system is not obvious. A possible explanation 
for the lower nucleation temperature found in samples prepared at 500 °C and 525°C (but not 
others) might be presence ofCoSi2 seeds in the CoSi films. However, the presence of such seeds 
would not explain the overall trend in the formation temperature of CoSi2 , as samples prepared 
at lower reactive deposition temperatures were found to nucleate at higher temperatures (seeds 
were only observed at reactive deposition temperatures of 500°C and 525 DC). Another possi-
bility for the lower nucleation could be due to different texture ofCoSi films. It is also possible 
that stress could playa role in the onset formation temperature of CoSb due to the immediate 
reaction between Co and Si. 
The cause of the variation in the CoSh growth rates could be due to the differences in mi-
crostructure, as it was observed that CoSi films grown at lower reactive deposition temperatures 
appeared to have larger grains compared to CoSi film grown at higher temperatures. This was 
clearly observed from the AFM images, and the same (i.e. larger grains) was also seen in the 
CoSi2 film formed from the linear ramp. This is however unlikely to completely explain the 
variation in the CoSi2 growth rate as the difference in the grain size (for example, the roughness 
that was found for CoSi film prepared by reactive deposition at 400°C was 6 nm, while for 
CoSi film prepared at 500°C it was to be 4 nm) for the CoSi films does not amount to much. 











400°C (Figure 3.10), the Co contours were observed to be more rounded at the high temperature 
ends, while they are more diagonal at 500°C (Figure 3.19). This suggest that the growth of the 
CoSi2 phase in the sample prepared by reactive deposition at 500°C is more layer-by-Iayer, 
while the growth from that prepared at 400°C is more columnar. The difference of the growth 
mechanism could therefore be another reason for the variation in the CoSb growth rates. 
It clearly what causes the difference in growth mechanism and the rate reaction for this system 
is is not yet fully understood but it is believed that the existence of seeds, texture and grain 
size and stress may have changed the number of nucleation sites which causes the differences 
in growth mechanisms. Further investigation into this system is thus clearly required. Cross-
section Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) measurement could identify the presence of 
CoSh seeds as well as providing an indication of texture and grain size. The use of channeling 













In this work the fonnation of the CoSi2 phase from CoSi films prepared by solid phase reaction, 
and by reactive deposition, have been investigated using real-time RBS and real-time XRD 
techniques. The surface roughness of the initial CoSi film and of the CoSh fonned during 
ramp, was also examined using the AFM technique. 
By comparing the real-time RBS and XRD techniques which were used to study CoSi2 fonna-
tion, it is possible to conclude that either technique can be used to measure the onset tempera-
ture ofCoSi2 fonnation, but real-time XRD is faster (a measurement from room temperature to 
900 °C is completed in around 15 minutes). It is also easier for detecting the onset fonnation of 
CoSh (the emergence of the CoSi2 phase is clear in XRD as the diffraction peaks are are wen 
separated). The reaction rate can be obtained by both techniques, but only real-time RBS is able 
to provide quantitative data throughout the reaction period. Since RBS provides infonnation re-
garding the composition as a function depth directly, it has the added advantage of being able 
to indicate where the reaction takes place. 
In conclusion, the major findings from this investigation are: 
1. The temperature of reactive deposition had a significant influence on the fonnation tem-
perature of CoSh phase, as it was found that the higher the reactive deposition temper-












2. The temperature of reactive deposition also affected the rate of reaction, as it was observed 
that the higher the reactive deposition temperature the faster the reaction rate. 
3. CoSi films grown at higher reactive deposition temperature had smaller grains. The CoSb 
films grown during the ramped anneal showed similar behavior, with the films grown 
from CoSi produced at higher reactive deposition temperature having the smallest CoSi2 
grams. 
4. The growth mechanism appeared to change in type from columnar growth for lower re-













The formation of CoSi~ from CoSi film prepared by reactive 
deposition at 375 °C 
:Yh-! 
Ch(1nn,,1 
Figu," 1\ I; Contour plot ofRIlS data chlJ i~J clurmg a Tamp.:d alm""i (2 -~ C/m;n) of CoSi film rrq'ar~d 
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FIgure A2: Re,u ll, "rthe analy", "I' lUIS >poena oiJtalllcd form CoSi prepared by r".ctive dep"sitio" at :m-, c(;. The fi 'f111,H,on or CoS,., from CC>Si 










The formation of CoSh from CoSi film prepared by reactive 
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figllr~ A3: Contour pint nf RES d"la "nt"lncd during" r"mp<d "nne"l (2 ' ('.,'min) of CoSi lilm prepared 
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rigLLre A4: RcsullS of (he an"I~'is of RB ~ 'p"'otm obt",nc{i I,mn CoSi p<eparcd h)' I'cacti,e deposit,o" aI ·12"> "C The formmion of C oSi, liOlll CoS; 










The formation of CoSiL from CoSi film prepared by reactive 
deposition at 475 °C 
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r;gllr~ A~ Co"Wur plot "I' RES d"ta obtain.d during' ram!",d a""oal (2 'Omin) "r e"Si film prepared 
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figure A6: Results ofth< an.,1ysis of RDS ' JXX'tr,1 oowin<d lim" CoS i prcpM'cd by rcacliw dCp"";fion at 175 " C. The [omtalion of C uSi 2 [ro111 C oSi 










The rormation of CoSi2 rrom CoSi film prepared hy rcaclive 
d('position at 525 "C 
'00 '" 
~; It LJ r" A 7, Contour pint or k Il~ d"t" , >!lIm"",] durlllg J rnml'~J ~M,al (~ ' r .'",in) "f( " '~I tl lm prepored 
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Tnnpmture ('C) 
F igu,", Ag: Re,ult> of tb" m",ly,i, of RES 'pe<:tr" obwin<Xi fom1 CoSt prcp"r<Xi by ,","clive dqXl, ilion M ~2 ~ "C, The fomlJ!ion or CoSi, from CnS; 











The XRD data obtained during ramped anneal at 1 "Cis of 
CoSi prepared by reactive depostion at 375 ~ C, 425 GC. 475 "C 
and S2S "C 
.: 
"'" "'" 3'" "'" 500 ". .'" "'" T=p<,,"'ur~ ('(') 
figur~ B I : Th~ X R [) d"la obu.ined during til< ramp "nnealing of CoSi rr"p","u by rca"liv" deposition 











The XRD data obtained during ramped llnneal af I °C/s of 
CoSi Ilfcparcd by rem.'live dcpostioll at 375 "C, 425 °C, 475 cC 
and 525 °C 
T<mp","uure ( ' C) 
Figun; HI; The X R D doto obwill"d during th~ romp annealing () r CoSi I'r.paTcd by """,live (":po, itio11 











Fi.,'Ure B2; 11,. XRD dma obtained <luring tho ramp ,nnealing of CoSi prepared by rea"tiw <Iep'»ilion 
at 42,) '0(' (m~JSllren"'uts of XRD dOl" performed by J, Demenlemeester 01 Gem Lni,'ersityj, 
Fi.,'U'e B3, 111e XRD dat" oblained <luring the ramp ann~.li"g of CoSi prepa,e,! by ,"acLi, ~ <l'p,»ition 
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